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HYDROXYL MISSION OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE 

[Following is a translation of an article 
by N. I. Fedorova entitled "Gidfoksil'noe 
izluchenie verkhnei atmosfery"  (English 
version above) in Izvestiya Akademii Nauk 
SSSR, Seriya Geofizicheskaya (Reports of 
the Academy of Sciences, USSR, Geophysical 
Series) No. 6, i^^-v Moscow, pp. 836-846.] 

The results are given of measurements of the relative 
and absolute intensities of hydroxyl bands in the near 
infrared region from 8200 to 11200 A on the basxs of 
spectra of the night sky obtained at southern lati- 
tudes.  There are substantial deviations from the in- 
tensities calculated by Roach.  The density of the 
various vibratory levels has been determined from 
the absolute intensities of the OH bands. The density 
rises evenly with decrease in V. The rotational 
temperature' has been determined on the basis of the 
distribution of intensity in the P-branch; it evident- 
ly varies from night to night.  The mean value is 
233+16° K. 

A principal part of the radiation of the night sky in a 
broad region of the spectrum extending from the visible to t.5/*. 
is caused by rotational-oscillatory bands of hydroxyl OH mole- 
cules in the basic state of X2 P.  The intensity of the hydroxyl 
emission considerably surpasses the intensity of emission ox 
other more widely distributed components of the upper atmosphere. 
According to electrophotometric measurements [1] the intensity 
of the OH bands in the near infrared region of the spectrum up 
to 11000 A exceeds by a hundred times the intensity of the green 
line of luminescence of the night sky, and the full emission of 
th* hvdroxyl, according to theoretical estimates L2j,L3J, must 
be more than a thousand times as intense as the green line,  ihe 
nature of such powerful emission on the part of a small compon- 
ent of the upper .atmosphere presents great physical xnteres«. 
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Study of the OH spectra in the luminescence of the night sky- 
can give important information about the processes occurring 
in the upper atmosphere. 

Meinel j>~7] was the first to point out the hydroxyl nature 
of the infrared radiation of the night skyj he studied the 
region of the spectrum from. 7000 toJigOO A in detail.  Spectra 
in the longer wave region to 12000 A were first obtained by V. 
I. Krasovskii [8-12] and identified by I. S. Shklovsky [2],[13] 
and Dufay [14],  The OH bands in the visible region were iden- 
tified by J. Cabannes, J. Dufay and M. Dufay [153.  At the 
present time spectra of the night sky have been obtained to 2/A 
[16-183.  In recent years spectra, of the night sky have been 
obtained in the visible and near infrared regions of the spec- 
trum with large dispersion and better resolution [19-21J, and 
large scale laboratory investigations have been made in the 
study of the rotational-oscillatory bands of OH molecules [22- 
2^3.  As a result of this work rather accurate values have been 
calculated for the wave-lengths of various bands and the best 
values of the oscillation and rotation constants of the OH 
molecule have been found.  There still is not, however, suffic- 
iently reliable information about the distribution of intensity 
in the hydroxyl spectrum and the full power of its emission, 
and there is inadequate data on the rotational temperature of 
the OH bands.  This information is very important for an under- 
standing of the processes which lead to the formation and excit- 
ation of the hydroxyl molecule. 

* 
1.  Measurement of. the intensity of the rotational-oscillatory 

bands of OH molecules 

Spectra of the night sky in the regions XX -- 8200-11200 A 
were obtained during the winter of 1956-1957 at the Byurakan 
Observatory ( f = *K)021», X = Wl5') with a SP-50 spectrograph 
equipped with an image translator.  The dispersion of the instru- 
ment" was about l60A/mm, the resolution 7 A.  This was sufficient 
to obtain OH spectra with the P-branch dispersed on the rotat- 
ional structure.  Since^fine focusing took up a region of the 
spectrum less than 800 A the entire investigated region was 
covered by five series of spectra.  This was done in such a 
way that there was a common band in two adjacent spectra in 
which there was an overlapping of., the spectra.  Figure 1 shows 
photographs of spectra belonging to different series.  The 
spectra were photographed on Dn film illuminated with short 
exposure (0.01 sec.) to increase its sensitivity to small in- 
tensities.  A standard lamp with a color temperature of 285'4° K 
was photographed for measurement of the intensity on each film 
with a spectrum of the night sky.  A multistage reducer was 
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simultaneously photographed with the spectrum of the night sky 
on another film, illuminated along with the principal one, 
through a'green filter selected on the basis of the color of 
the fluorescent screen of the image translator. 

The spectra were obtained, with k  to 10 second exposures 
and the multistage reducer was photographed each time with an 
exposure of three hours.  The Shvartsshild  constant was ne- 
glected, since it was assumed that the difference in times of 
exposure was small. 

An attempt has been made to express the intensity of the 
hydroxyl groups in absolute units. To this end the spectrograph 
was divided in two with two filters; a KS-13 which cut off all 
the visible region up to 6000 A, and a SZS-18 which cut off the 
red region from 6000 to 13000 A.  Thus the green line (badly 
focused, of course) was obtained secondarily along with the 
spectrum of the night sky.  A standard lamp was also photographed 
to register the spectral sensitivity of the instrument.  The 
spectra were processed with a registering microphotometer model 
MF-4 with a magnification of 1:25.  The intensities of the OH 
bands were obtained by measurement of the areas of contours of 
the lines.and of the band branches.  The error of measurement 
amounted to 7-10%• 

The relative intensities of the OH bands in each series of 
spectra were expressed in units of the Q-branch of the band over- 
lapped with the adjacent series. The mean distribution of inten- 
sities of the bands during several nights was obtained for each 
series of spectra.  The relative intensities of the bands vary 
from night to night by 10-30% and therefore the mean values were 
obtained with an accuracy of 10-1.5%, although the error of indi- 
vidual measurements did not exceed 10%.  On the basis that the 
density of the levels does not change with such precision from 
night to night, an overlapping was made of spectra obtained at 
an earlier time.  Table 1 gives the mean relative intensities of 
the OH bands in each series of spectra.  In the first three 
columns the intensities are stated in Q^.-Q units, and in the 
last two in Q(?_3) units; the overlapping'of these two groups 
was made on band  (8-4). 

Inasmuch as the distribution of intensity in the overlapped 
bands belonging to two different series of spectra (band k-1 in 
the first and second series, 9-5 in the second and third, 7-3 in 
the fourth and fifth series of Table 1) practically coincide (in 
every case with an accuracy not less and sometimes greater than 
the accuracy of measurement of the individual series), it can be 
assumed that the procedure of overlapping spectra does not have 
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Table 1 Relative intens: i.ty  of the hydroxyl "bands 
Sengs' i     jre*~t*>f -ser/es* 

Series' Ksl J!ey£«tf ^2 J<&3 \ 
1*4 ,\v:. 

Inten»! .   ., „, 7wffi%. i A'ef \    l*t£e»% ife/\. £j»Tes* A*e/. 
sityl^el-% !     % ,   . % /a 

i 

. jäcitid 4—1 4—1 8—4 8- -4 .    G-2 
Ii,Q,P 

I? 0,74 12 0,58 5 0,30 I   in 1,14 10 0,04 12 

<? i,o 1,0 0,26 SO 0,93 10 0,55 s 
ft 0.42 7 0,38 5 0,40 12 
p« 0,48 8 0,4! ? 0,43 J5 
ft 0,33 10 0,31 / 0.32 K» 
ft 0,17 10 0,17 8 o,!7 12 
ft 0.09 12 0,08 10 0,08 13 

SP 1,92 1,90 10 0,85 10 1    1,76 10 1 ,i*l lo 
I 3,70 3 3,58 a 1,25 10 3,78 10 3,10 .» 

*^«„H-<Z' ! 
5 -2 9—5 9—5 1           7- -3 7 -3 

ft Q. P ! 
t 

il 1,15 8 0,80 3 0,60   '     10 '    1,04 10 1 ,02 1      '.» 
<? 1,83 10 0,45 4 0.40   j     10 i    ! ,0 1,0    i 

0,54 12 0,16 5 0,22   ;     10 i    0,52 10 0,52 i    13 
Pa 0,66 10 0,i» it (».24   !     10 i    0,58 10 0,60 |    12. 
ft 0,48 8 0,12 4 o,00   ;     SO !    0,42 10 0.14 10 
ft 0,26 12 0,10 i.» 0.05   ::     10 j    0,27 11» U.27 10 
ft 0,12 12 i 0,18 10 (»,15 13 

2P 2,75 6 0,65 •    6 0.70   !     10 '    2,02 10 2,58 10 
/ 5,5 i 1,69 2 1,78   |-    10 

i 
4,65 10 4,57 it 

jS'&./M.eC. 
3--0 9—0 

ft Q, /> 

Ä 0,52 27 0,34 10 
Q 0,14 13 0.18 10 
ft 0,11 12 0,18 10 
ft 0,13 10 0,15 io 

SP 0,31 12 0,45 10 

p the Intensity of the .-P-branch (the sum. of the 
intensities of the strong and weak components of the 
P-branch.  Table 1 gives the intensity of the lines 
of only the strong component of the P-branch, large 
P, since the small p's, which are also obtained, in 
our spectra, are on the average a fourth as strong: 
as the large, measured with little accuracy; 
.the full intensity of the band,  

T ii 
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a deleterious effect on the results of measurement, and the 
error in determination of the relative intensities of the hy- 
droxyl bands in the entire studied region of the spectrum hardly 
increases in its result by more than 10?o.  Thus the final result; 
in the determination of the relative intensities of the OH bands 
are given in the first column of Table 2 with an error of up to 
20%. 

Table 2.  Absolute and relative intensity of the OH bands 

For Table 2, please see next page. 



Eel. Rel«. * K<jf. tnt. 

Trans i. *. A int ens,;. jntens. Abs- int. l*t. to aceordmq 

tion 
units __ 

5777 A • in  R* Roach ir»R 
to spectra 
of northern 
ixigbi  shy 

• i 2 3 4 5 6 7 

if (6—2) 8300 0,22 0,97 360 
Q 8349 0,18 0 83 310 

f'i 8404 0,13 0 60 220 
l\ 8431 0,14 0 65 240 
lh 8468 0,10 0 47 180 
1\ 8503 0,05 0, 26 100 
1\ 8550 0,02 0 12 45 
IP 0,62 2, 90 1090 

1 1,00 4 66 1700 820 
n (7-3) 8778 0,33 1 56 6610 

Q 8829 0,32 1 50 600 
t'i 1889 0,17 0 79 310 
Pt £920 

8960 
0,19 0 88 350 

Pa 0,14 0 64 260 
P* 0,09 0 14 160 
Pr, 0,05 0 24 100 

IP 0,84 3 92 1500 
/ 1,50 6 95 2800 1940 

n (8-4) 9320 0,51 2 38 1000 

Q 9381 0,42 1 94 820 
IP 

c 

0,73' 3 40 1450 
1 1,65 7 70 3300 2970 

)i (3-0) 0,47 1 98 860 
Q 9796 0,16 0 74 320 
P\ 9874 0,14 0 67 300 
p% 9971 0,14 0 64 290 

IP 0,38 1 78 800 
I 0,97 4 55 1400 440 0,35 

R (9-5) 9955 0,60 2 78 1200 

Q 10014 0,42 1 97 900 
/>i 10076 0,19 0 88 400 
/»* 10122 0,22 1 ,0 460 
ft 10163 0,11 0 ,50 220 
Pt 10234 0,08 0 ,35 160 

IP 0,72 3 ,34 1500 
1 1,74 8 ,10 3700 5770 0,50 

/?(4-l) 0,67 3 ,79 1700 

Q 10290 1,00 4 ,76 2500 

Px 10360 0,40 1 ,85 860 
p% 10410 0,44 2 21 1000 

Ps 10470 0,44 2 21 700 
p* 10520 0,17 0 85 400 
p& 0,08 "0 40 200 

IP 1,91 9 30 4400 
1 3,63 17 30 8000 1690 1,00 

B (5-2) 1,16 5 13 2500 

Q 10830 1,63 7 10 3400 

/Ji 10920 0,54 2 42 1200 
P% 10968 0,66 2 93 1400 

/'s 11026 0,48 2 12 1000 
P4 11084 0,23 1 16 600 
/'s 11140 0,12 0 63 300 
IP 2,75 12 40 6100 
I 5,50 24 2 12000 4000 1,5 
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Note accompanying Table 2s  In our memorandum published in Ann. 
cie Geophys» lA, 365» 1958, reduced absolute intensities of the 
OH bands were given, which had been determined on one spectrum 
with a very intense green line, 

Ai3 has.been said previously, in one series of our spectra, 
containing OH bands (4-1) and (5-2), the green line was obtained 
secondarily; the intensity of the bands in. these spectra can 
therefore be stated in emission units of'5577 A. The results 
of the measurements are given in Table 3»    The error of measure- 
ment of the green line is indicated at the end.  of 'the table; 
it was rather large, about 10% for intense lines and up to 309& 
for very weak lines (as has already been pointed out, the green 
line obtained was very diffuse and weakened on account of poor 
focusing and double the amount of dispersion).  In this table no 
account is taken of different weakening as a result of the depen- 
dences of the transparence coefficient on the length of the wave, 
which will test the 5577 A and OH emission in passing through one 
and the same atmospheric mass.  The transparence of the atmo- 
sphere was not measured by ue»  But, as,approximate estimates 
show, this correction will be negligible in comparison with the 
errors introduced during the measurement of the intensity of the 
3577 A and the very great variation of its intensity during the 
night from night to night.  According to the data of E.V. Pyas- 
kovskaya-Feseakova £2.53 the transparence coefficient for the 
wavelength corresponding to the green line 'P*rrr?„   « = 0.88, an.. 

the maximally different transparence coefficient for the hydro- 
jryl P, „,.„,., \   (the transparence does not depend further on the 

A-iioOu A 
wavelength)-, then for the angle of observation z ~  4f>0 the cor- 
rection factor will equal 

which is considerably less than 10%, especially if it is taken 
into consideration that the'measurements were made at a height 
of 1500 meters above sea level,  This correction will be of the 
same order for mean transparence« 
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The relationships between the intensity of the hydroxyl and 

the 557? A lines indicated in Table 3 are also comparable for 

zenith direction, since the transparence coefficient« as pointe. 

out previously, cannot be taken into consideration and the in- 

crease on cos Z of 5577 A and OH emission does not change their 

relative intensities. 

In our spectra the intensity of the 557? A line varied from 

night to night by more than three times, and these changes did 

not correlate with the intensity of the hydroxyl band, which v.1 as 

rather constant during the period in which these spectra were 

obtained (its intensity varied by not more than 1.5 times). 

Figure 2 shows two microphotographs with about the same 

intensity of the hydroxyl band and strongly differing intensities 

of the green line.  The crepuscular effect did not occur in this 

case, as the photographing of the spectra began two hours after 

sunset and ended more than an hour before sunrise.  Moreover, 

these spectra were obtained with the same exposure and at the 

same hour« 

The intensity of the green line according to electrophoto- 

metric observations also varies very strongly;  on the average 

from 125 to ^00 relays [26,2?] (the luminosity in relays is 

equal to kit B, where B is the angular surface luminosity of an 
f 2 

emitting layer in units of 10 quanta/cm 'secstere [28], 

although Roach [26] points out the very broad limits of change in 

its intensity — from 50 to 900R, where Roach found no correla- 
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Table' 3»  Intensity of the OH bands in green line units 

i»wewt*waw»scw*fwns« wntmawMiRa'.wanwsMBr «MSSS»* ö-B»s«WÄ>w«»e3W^i^«[W}«t!S»*iI(' 

Date 

li (4—1) 
Q 
i'8 

£ P 
J 

Ä (5-2) 

;p 
I 

I       .   ■     j     pfmh 
I 5 Fob.    5    ••■■* 

/%j» I     ft,b 

1 
i 
2 
1 
0 
0 

11 

85 
57 
S3 
44 
79 

6 
0 

6,5 
7,65 
2,38 
3,48 
2,20 
l",4i 
0,73 

16,0 
30,0 

■ 

6,26 
7,72 
2,8 
3,36 
2,4 
1,4 
0,73 

«3,9 
27,0 

1,34 
2,12 
i|05 
1,20 
0,85 
0,2« 

4,30 
7.83 

37 
08 
as 
38 
87 
99 
70 
«1 
5 

7,85 
0,62 
4,05 
4,79 
3; 44 
1,84 
0,86 

19,0 
36,4 

7,15 
10,3 
3,34 
4,07 
3,08 
1,87 
0,97 

18,0 
35,2 

Kel» error in 
' d e t e rmi na t i o n 
of green line! 

30% 20% 

3,12 
4,08 
1,56 
2,04 
1,48, 
0,64 

7,38 
14,1 

f&k    Mean intena« 
B -""    ■ i» -m 

5577 A units 

10% 

1,1*7 
2,47 
0,95 
1,07 
0,65 
0,42 
0,18 
4,7 
8.7 

3, SO 
4,5 
1,33 
1,4! 
1,05 
0,53 

6,15 
13 '> 

3,79 
76 
85 
20 
SO 
m 
53 
3 

17.3 

5,13 
7,5 
2,42 
£ 93 
2,14 
1,16 

24,2 

50<\; 

tions of the intensity of the green line with the intensity of 
luminosity of other components of the upper atmosphere,  Ee also 
found no dependence of the intensity of 5577 A on solar activity. 
A small negative correlation with magnetic disturbances was found 
by Roach»  Since we did not measure the absolute intensity of the 
green line it was not known which days to give preference to an 
what to compare the intensity, of the green line with.  Therefore 
in the final estimate of the intensity of the OH bands in 5577 I 
units we took the mean of five measurements.  These results are 
given in the last column of Table 3.  In it an error in the order 
of 50$ was obtained. Assuming the mean value of the intensity of 
5577 A to be 250 R, the intensity of the OH bands in relays was 
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estimated.  These values are given in the fifth column of Table 2, 

Band (8-h)  was located in region fXTs of the band of absorp- 
tion of 'water vapor«,  Its intensity is given in Table 2 in com- 
parison with atmospheric absorption, which was determined by raoans 
of a lunar spectrum tali:en the same night,  The absorption was 
about 35%  for the Q-branch. and 2,5% for the P-branch.  In band 
(3-0) only two P-branch lines are observed, P- and P~; the others 
are overlapped by band (9-3)» A© a result of'this the intensity 
of band (9-5) is raised somewhat* but since the intensities of ■ 
the- P-branch lines fall rapidly with increase in 3*   (due to low 
rotational temperature observed in the upper atmosphere), the 
superimposing of the P and P. lines on band (9-5) does not sub- 
stantially change its Intensity, Band (3-0) has an anomalous 
appearance; the intensity of its Q-branch/as seen in Figure 3., 
is extremely small, almost comparable with the intensity of the 
P-»3ines, but the P-lines of band (3-0) are only a little weaker 
than the P-iines of the adjacent band (9-5)» This was also ncter1 

in the spectra of Jones [20].  The intensity of the R-branch, on 
the other hand, is extremely high.  Usually the intensity of the 
R-branch is comparable with or even less than the intensity of 
the Q-branch»  We even have doubts of the correctness of its 
identification, since the appearance of the R-branch varies much 
from photograph to photograph, something not observed in other 
bands»  It is possible that an emission of non-hydroxyl origin 
in superimposed on the R-branch. of band (3-0), and therefore in 
estimating the intensity of band (3-0) the intensity of the 
R-branch was made equal to that of the Q-branch,  The sixth col- 
umn of Table 2 shows the absolute intensities of the hydroxyl 
bands according to Roach [6], obtained by him by recalculating 
the data of Roach, Pettit and Williams [29] for the visible 
region of the spectrum according to the probable transitions cal- 
culator by X,S« Shklovsky [30],  As seen in Table 2 and Figure 4, 
t; ^r--3 ::re substantial deviations not only in the absolute values 
c£  the intensities (explainable by an error in estimating the in- 
tensity of the green line), but also in estimating the relative 
intenPitrjes, which we made with an error of up to 20%,  The devi- 
ations in determination of the intensity of band (9-5) are espec- 
ially significant.  Its intensity according to Roach is greatly 
increased and band (9-3) is almost three times as'intense as band 
(V~l).  Our measurements of the relative intensities of the OH 
bands in the spectrum of the northern night sky [31], given in 
the seventh column of Table 2, are not very accurate» it is true» 
But there too the band (9-5) is half as intense as band (^f-1). 
The intensity of other OH bands is greatly reduced in comparison 
with our measurements, as can be seen at a glance in Figure hi 
1) measured intensities; 2) intensities calculated by Roach.  Tin 
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(6-2)'and (7-3) bands evert have one third to one half the inten- 
sity in these measurements, although according to those of H.W. 

at a middle latitude 
and the (3-0), (h-1) ana 

[lo j , 

ßhefov [32] made at the Z-venigorod station 
these bands are just as week as ours 
(5-2) bands are -measured to be a third as strong.  Jones Lioj* on 
the basis of measurements of the absolute intensities of the OE 
bands by the sequences Av* -- 3 and 2, also found that the inten- 
sities indicated hj  Roach are strongly reduced. Our estimates^of 
the relative intensities do not diverge greatly from the quali- 
tative estimates of V.TI Lukashenya and V.l. Drasovskii [12] and 
Jones [21], and also from the measurements-made earlier in the 

region of Murmansk [31.3. 

The absolute intensities of the OH bands was used to deter- 
mine the density of the various oscillatory levels, and in doing 
this the probabilities of transition were utilized as calculated 
by I.S. Shklovsky [2], [30].  As. is seen in 'fable k  and Figure 5, 
the density rises evenly with decrease in ¥' and no predominant 
density of the ninth oscillatory level is observed as follows 
from the calculations of Heaps and Heraberg [333 and Roach [2], 
In the calculations of I.S. Shkolsky [2j,[30], the density of the 
ninth oscillatory level likewise does not drop out of the general 
course of the curve of dependence of density on V"(of the upper 

oscillatory level). 

Table h.  Bensiy^o^j^e^j^ijJ^^ 

3,2-10» j 2,5-1Ö7 j 1,4-107 

Fig«, 5 
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2. Determination of the rotational temperature of 
the,' OK bands 

Vie have four bands, (6-2), (7-3)» (4-1) and (5-2), for the 
determination of rotational temperature in our spectra»  These 
bands are not overlapped by other bands and are situated in 
spectral regions where there .iß no absorption.  The method of 
determining the temperature is based on the temperature"depend- 
ence of the distribution of intensity among the individual lines 
in the delicate rotational structure of the molecular bands 
emitted by the night sky. In  the case of the OH molecule, the 
intensities, of the rotational lines of the powerful 6P component 
of the resolved P-branches are used» 

The distribution of intensity in the rotational structure 
is determined by „tike...expression: 

Iem~(comi)i(J')e~FinkT, 

where It is the intensity of the rotational lines, T is the ro- 
tationa!ra temperature, k is iioltzmann's constant, i(J) is the 
intensity factor, which Heine! determined for the P-branch with 

the formula;    |       (y ,-1 ^ O) <> x i -ft) ■' 
1 ( J "iz—^TT       * 

■/mere J"   is the rotational quantum number of the upper state, 
the projection of the complete orbital Moment on the intranuclear 
axis, F(J') the rotational energy of the initial lev-el: 

>(/') = ßtJ'(/'-'ri), 

B,„„ is the_ rotational constant for the upper oscillating levels 

Iir. - Be — a V -f i), Be = 18,80 CM'
1
,    OL - 0,708 wT*. 

I 
Plotting; In -^r~m~T~  as a function of j'(;i* + 1;, we get a 

straight line from whose slope the temperature can be determined. 

.To determine the temperature the intensities of rotational 
lines were taken as determined by two methods:  by the space of 
the contours and by their height.  The temperature values were 
designated To and T, respectively.  As is seen in. Table 5 the 
temperature "varies little when, determined oy  the two methods. 
Their mean was finally taken as the temperature. 

As a rule there were two bands in each spectrum for the tem- 
perature determination.  The determinations made on the basis of 
these bands were the same, within the limits of error in measur- 
ing temperature. Unfortunately, within these spectra are bands 
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Tatale g.  Rotational temperature of the OK bands in the 
emission of the night sky  
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i              ! 

i         ! 
1                                          ! 

262±5J2O6±10 

i 
i 

24 3 ±5 205±10 222±10j230±i7 

! 
i 

28  . 
ih -h 6 

»'Feb.. 
12h _ 7« 

3 $essp. 
2t'» _ift 

5 $esp. 
'20* ~ 6* . 2jA gA 21^ ~6^ 22*~6* 

Ta 

Th 242 

2S5 

202 

n 
5 

Th 

■ 

246 240 

214 

1 s 
S 

Th 

239 
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218 

209 

252 

265 

254 

248 264 

229 

227 

214 

224 
  

T, 
I 

Th 

258 

266 

242 

244 

248 

242 2;» 

220 

210 

m- TeK 235± to 2K J±5 2 60±i0 248 ±10 252 ± 12 228x10 2 i7±IO 23(5.'. lä 
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v/hose initial levels differ by only one, and therefore the effect 
of the temperature dependence on the initial level can be vaguely 
expressed.  There were only two spectra in which there were bands 

■«•; 1th strongly differing ooeiilatinr; levels: (3-0), (9->) and 
(b-i),  Brt th* (>•<>} and (9-1) hands are not very suitable for 
detersining- temperature,.  since they contain in all only two 
rotational lines each (the remaining overlap).  Tho temperature 
determined on the basio of these two points is given in the table 
just the same,   but it is difficult to have confidence in it»  It 
is sorter, it seems to us, to compare the mean values obtained 

r>n"!  r,-i fj'h'*:: on bands (6-2) and (7-3) with the mean curing several nxgn 
values on band« (1-1) and (5-2).  In the first case a temperature 
van obtained of 230+17° Kb in the second, 236+15° K.  Thus no de- 
pendence of temperature on the initial oscillating level uas 
found on the basis of our date, within, the limits of the errors 
of measurement»  Meine! C3V! obtained a mean temperature during 
several nigh to of 258*3° K on band (6-2) and 2b5i5° K on band 
(3-1),     Tho difference, it seems to us, lies within the limits 
of measurement error, all the more so in that a different number 
of nights was used for the temperature determination in the first 
and second cases»  But Gush and Jones- [1?] point out the consid- 
erable lifforencff between the tessperature 2ÜG+20" K, obtained by 
thr-no at Snsdatoon ($~  h2°) from a synthetic spectrum of the un- 
resolved bands (3-l)_and (b»2) by the sequence A^ - 2, and the 
temperature of 260+5° K obtained by Meine! at the Yerkes Observa- 
tory (*f = ^S0^'} on OK spectra with well-resolved rotational 
structure of the P-branch from a much higher sequence [&V ~- 0 of 
band (5-1) and (6-2)3.  It-is impossible to explain this difler- 
erer in the temperature determination as an effect of latitude, 
since the dependence of temperature on latitude is not sharply 
erprcsoed for the middle latitudes, as will be seen further on, 
and, moreover« temperature increases with latitude, and in the 
giver; cane the reverse is obtained.  Since Gush and Jones deter- 
sö.n.i-:ä  temperature by spectra on which even the bands were poorly 
received, to confirm their results spectra should be obtained 
in that region with better resolution than the authors indicate,, 

J, Gabannes, J4 Du fay and M. Dufay [153 determined the tern« 
penature of Oil bands situated in the visible region from incom- 
pletely resolved P-oranchee.  They indicate only a series of 
temperature magnitudes of 150-250° K.  J„ Dufay and M. Dufay [53J 
obtained a temperature between 255 and 27Q° K from four infrared 
and too visible OH bands. 

We obtained the temperature value for one night as the mean 
of the measurements on two bands, where the error in determining- 
the temperature was +10° K.  The differences in temperature de~ 
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"termined on different nights was much greater than the measure- 
ment error; the temperature for the studied period varies from 
200 to 260 K according to our measurements; this does not agree 
with the constant temperature indicated by Meirtel [35] (sic) ' 
(260+3'J K).  Evidently there is a small dependence of temperature 
on intensity of the OH bands.  As a rule a higher temperature 
corresponds to brighter spectra.  But since no absolute calibra- 
tion of the spectrograms was made, it is difficult to compare the 
spectra quantitatively with one another.  Judging by blackenings, 
we can say that the spectra vary in intensity by not more than 
twice, and the maximal temperature change was in the order of 
60°-K. 

The mean temperature value of 233+16° K obtained by us at 
the Byurakan Observatory, "situated at a latitude f = 40°21', dif- 
fers hardly at all from the temperature value of 240+20° K ac- 
cording to the measurements of tf.S,  Prokudina [36] at the Eveni- 
gorod station (f= 43°56!).  But these values differ strongly 
from the temperature determined at higher latitudes»  F. K. 
Sfauiskaya [32 j , at the Poshchi.no station (f = 60°12» ) , obtained 
a temperature of 265*140 K in the direction of the northern hori» 
son«^ Yu, I. Gal'perin D6] at the station at Loparskaya (f = 
-  6Öü;5ö'} obtained a temperature of 290+29° K in the direction of 
the zenith and 330+33° K in the direction of the northern horizon. 
Chamberlain and Oliver [193, in Northern Greenland, also obtained 
a. high temperature in the order of 300-350 K.  According to our 
spectrum of the northern night sky [313, obtained is Loparskaya, 
the temperature appeared to be 310+30° K (on this spectrum the 
rotational temperature of the P-branch was incompletely resolved 
and, in addition, an emission of 10400 A (Nl) was superimposed on 
band (4-1;, and in band (5-2) the lines P,,, P, and p" were evi- 
dently blended with the 0-QK2 band: and io the  temperature was 
determined with a large error).  Thus there exists a latitude 
ei'iect which is rather definitely expressed, as Chamberlain and 
Oliver [19] have already pointed out. 

In conclusion I offer my deep appreciation to I.S, Shklovsky 
and V.l. Krasovskii for help and guidance in this work, and also' 
to O.A. Gurzadyan, in whose laboratory this work was done,, 
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